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Introduction

In this paper, we introduce the basic design and evaluation of a cover traffic tunneling system called TrafficMimic. We utilize methods for generating realistic
cover traffic, borrowing from prior work on traffic generation from the simulation and modeling research community [10]. Using several protocol classification and
anomaly detection attacks, we show that TrafficMimic
is able to reproduce cover traffic reliably and securely.
Lastly, we show that realistic cover traffic provides comparable performance to constant-rate techniques, and in
some cases can be very efficient.

As more sensitive information is transmitted over computer networks, there has been a steady increase in the
deployment of encryption to protect data in-flight. Myriad encrypted network protocols have emerged [8, 2, 1]
that enable various applications like encrypted browsing,
VPNs, secure shells, and VoIP. Since the data payload of
an encrypted protocol is protected by strong encryption,
attackers can do traffic analysis attacks, which use the information leaked by side channels (e.g., packet size and
timing) to try to recover the contents or intent of the plaintext traffic.
Existing attacks can recover a wide range of information from encrypted communications, e.g., Web page visits [3, 6], typed passwords [7, 9], speech data [14, 13], and
embedded protocols [15, 4]. Given this threat, a growing
number of applications (e.g., low-latency anonymity systems and VPNs) and users (e.g., privacy advocates and
whistle-blowers), need better protection from these attacks.
Existing techniques for preventing traffic analysis center on sending data with fixed intervals and/or with fixed
payload sizes. Though this type of constant rate defense
is effective at reducing the information leakage that enables most traffic analysis attacks, it makes it clear that a
user is employing countermeasures to evade traffic analysis. This may, in itself, result in unwanted attention and
scrutiny. We call this related attack defense detection.
To resist both traffic analysis and defense detection attacks, we propose using realistic cover traffic tunnels to
mask the observable behavior of the real traffic to be transmitted. The user tunnels his or her real traffic via a proxy
service, which embeds the traffic inside fake cover traffic.
This tunneling approach incurs overhead in time and in
the number of excess bytes transmitted. To trade off overhead and privacy, the user may vary his or her choice of
cover traffic model.
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TrafficMimic Design

To generate realistic traffic models to cover arbitrary encrypted tunnels, TrafficMimic uses two phases: i) learning
traffic models, and ii) secure playback. In this section, we
briefly summarize each in turn.
To build the learning phase of our secure traffic generator we use structural models. Structural models are a
common technique used for simulation and performance
testing for network traffic [12]. Structural models mimic
the real interactions between the layers that generate network traffic (e.g., network, protocol, application, user).
We choose to use Swing, a recent network traffic generator [10]. Swing uses a structural model that includes user,
session, connection, packet, and network models to generate realistic traffic for network emulations. It does so by
analyzing dumped pcap trace files and extracting empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of various
structural features.
TrafficMimic itself performs secure playback of cover
traffic and incorporates a tunnel of real data inside the
cover traffic. TrafficMimic accepts connections from
other applications and forwards all data sent and received
over the input port across an encrypted tunnel using cover
traffic. To use TrafficMimic, the user must have TrafficMimic nodes at both end points of the communication.
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The remote TrafficMimic node removes the added control
and padding information and delivers the decrypted data
to the destination; likewise, data from the destination is
encrypted and padded at the remote node and decrypted
by the local TrafficMimic node.
Both endpoints of a TrafficMimic tunnel share the same
design. We refer to the node accepting connections to forward as the tm-client and the end point connecting to destination hosts as the tm-server. To ensure synchronized
cover traffic generation, one node controls the generation
of cover traffic for both nodes. We call this control node
the master and the other node the slave. The master may
be at the tm-server or the tm-client. Since only the master
controls cover traffic generation, the bidirectional cover
traffic model can incorporate synchronized actions and
predefined sub-sequences that would not be possible with
two independent cover traffic generators at either end of
the tunnel.
All cover traffic generation is performed in terms of a
traffic request. A traffic request is a specification for what
cover traffic TrafficMimic a node will generate. A traffic
request contains three elements: a type, a size, and a time.
The type dictates whether the request is to send data, send
padding, or open/close/reconnect a connection.
Each TrafficMimic node contains an asynchronous
thread which handles the generation and processing of
cover traffic. To create cover traffic, the master model
thread creates model requests using the appropriate Swing
features, which contain a traffic request to be sent to the
slave. Each model request also contains a model response,
which contains a variable number of responses that the
slave should send back. The master model thread sends
the model request to the main network event-handling
loop of TrafficMimic. TrafficMimic creates an appropriately sized output buffer to send to the slave according to
the model request. TrafficMimic then embeds the traffic
requests that make up the model response into the request
buffer. It then places any real user data to be sent across
the tunnel into the buffer. If additional space still remains,
TrafficMimic pads it to the specified length. This buffer
is then sent to the slave over an SSL encrypted channel.
The attacker is unable to see which parts of the transmitted data are padding, control messages, or real user data.
The slave uses the same process for merging control traffic, padding, and real user data as the master to create a
bidirectional channel.

to train our supervised-learning protocol identification attack. Specifically, we use a K-nearest neighbor classifierbased attack. We found that it was able to detect protocols with 80-95% accuracy in cross validation against
other real network traffic. We also extend it to support a
simple anomaly detection algorithm as follows. During
training, we find the maximum distance of any training
point in each class from the centroid of the class (e.g., mk
where k enumerates the classes in the training set). During the application phase, we consider any test example
whose distance, di , to its nearest neighbor is greater than
the maximum distance observed during training to be an
anomaly. We use the threshold t to control the degree to
which test examples are labeled unknown. Thus a test example is considered an unknown protocol if: di > t ∗ mk .
We use Swing to generate traffic parameters for
HTTPS, SMTP, and SSH protocols from the Feb CAIDA
2009 trace. For comparison to these realistic protocols
models, we use TrafficMimic to generate constant rate
cover traffic. TrafficMimic sends a full size packet (1448
bytes) every 500ms. The slave TrafficMimic client echoes
back the same size packet upon receiving a packet from
the master. Ten such exchanges occur per connection before a new connection starts. This constant rate model is a
trade-off between interactivity, bandwidth, and overhead.
We found that we were able to fool our classifier approximately 73% of the time for the three realistic protocols we generated. Given that the classifier’s accuracy on
real traffic is around 80% the slight disparity is unlikely to
lead to reliable defense detection.
We also found that we were 77.1% accurate in detecting constant rate traffic as anomalous. We found that the
distance threshold algorithm was not able to differentiate SMTP and constant-rate traffic as well as it was for
HTTPS and SSH. To solve this problem, we introduce another simple unsupervised anomaly detector to be used
for SMTP only. It uses the K-means algorithm to cluster
the data. It then uses a threshold algorithm to determine
which clusters have the lowest mean inter-cluster distance
(i.e., the mean of the distance between all pairs of points
assigned to the cluster). We found that this technique was
95%+ accurate at differentiating SMTP and constant-rate
traffic.
Next we focus on understanding the performance and
overhead of our approach when tunneling real traffic. We
use Iperf [5] to generate a simple bulk transfer of a 100KB
file and connect it to TrafficMimic to evaluate the effects
3 Evaluation
of cover traffic tunneling. Figure 1 shows the bandwidth
We evaluate TrafficMimic in two aspects: its security in kbps for the bulk transfer on a link between hosts in
properties and the performance of using it for tunneling Illinois and California. It also shows the number of times
real traffic. We use the CAIDA 2009 passive data set [11] more bytes that need to be transmitted than the 100KB
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cover traffic. Overall, we found that TrafficMimic offered
reasonable performance; in future work, we plan to investigate how to dynamically influence traffic generation to
improve performance without sacrificing security.
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– Web page identities in HTTPS
– Typed passwords in SSH
– Speech data in VoIP
– Embedded protocols in VPN tunnels
– etc…

• SSL tunneling proxy

Traffic Analysis Attack
• Need benchmark attack to evaluate our defenses
• We focus on protocol identification attacks

Our Approach: TrafficMimic

Bytes Sent

Bytes Recv

• Tunnel real data over encrypted cover traffic

Pkt Size Sent

Pkt Size Recv

– Force attacker to see packet sizes and timing that are not correlated
with the real traffic being tunneled
– Attacker cannot tell which packets have real data and which are
padding due to encryption

• Use realistic models to generate cover traffic
– Simultaneously prevent traffic analysis and defense detection
– Comparable or lower overhead than existing constant rate techniques

Goal 1: identify encrypted
protocol with contents obscured
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In this poster, we introduced TrafficMimic; a traffic analysis resistance system that utilizes cover
traffic that follows realistic protocol models. We showed that the traffic models we use result in
detection rates that are similar to those of real traffic and thus provide a good countermeasure
for defense detection. We also evaluated the performance of TrafficMimic using a bulk-transfer
and compared it with constant rate cover traffic. Overall, we found that TrafficMimic offered
reasonable performance; in future work, we plan to investigate how to dynamically influence
traffic generation to improve performance without sacrificing security.
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Steps
1. Distill TCP connections
into vectors of features
2. Use weighted K-nearest
neighbor algorithm (K-NN)
3. Filter anomalies using
neighbor dist threshold

•Supervised learning
algorithm using Euclidian
dist metric
•Label training data using
well-known ports
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Total Connection Duration
•Z-scoring to normalize units
•Use min/max Eigen vector
ratio to find well-conditioned
data
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Conclusion

Goal 2: detect constant rate
anomalies in cover traffic

– Prerequisite for carrying out proto-specific attacks

Based in part on [1] and [3]
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• Compare constant rate and realistic protocols carrying bulk 100KB
transfer across Canada
U.K link
• SMTP and HTTP-resp outperform constant rate
• Other generated protocols offer several options for efficient and traffic
analysis resistant communications

• Asynchronous model threads generate cover traffic from specifications
• Real data automatically merged with control traffic and padding

TCP connection features
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• Single end-point control of
bidirectional cover traffic
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Cover traffic
models

– Traffic type
– Size
– Timing

the attacker can detect the
target is attempting to evade
traffic analysis
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• Cover traffic spec by:

Defense detection: when
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• Existing traffic analysis defenses use constant/random padding

Limitations:
– Vulnerable to defense detection
– Potentially very high overhead
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– Master/Slave

Preventing Traffic Analysis
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– SOCKS/HTTP/port forward
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Traffic Analysis
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• Attacks can recover:

Minimal risk of
defense detection
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Attacker observes packet sizes and timing
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TrafficMimic realistic
cover traffic
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– Swing collects empirical CDFs of structural features
– We exclude Swing’s network feature collection for
playback on arbitrary networks
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• We use Swing to learn models [4]
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– Develop models for each actor in protocol stack
– Capture interactions between layers
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• Learn structural protocol models
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Attacker’s
Vantage
Point

Client

Securely Replay with Tunneling Proxy

Accuracy

Const-rate anomaly
detection
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• But – encrypted protocols do not prevent traffic analysis:
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Attack

• Train and baseline test using CAIDA
passive-2009 network traces
• Test Internet link from Canada to U.K.
• Include 28kbps constant rate traffic
model for comparison
• Train Swing with CAIDA data for
realistic cover traffic
• Results:
– Const rate model easily detected
– Realistic cover traffic difficult to
distinguish from real

SM

– Prevents eavesdropping
– Enables authentication, anonymity, e-commerce, etc…

Two Phases

Learn Traffic Models

O
N

• SSL/TLS: need to protect sensitive data in-flight on the Internet
using strong encryption

Security Evaluation
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C

Background

C

*Department

•Tune threshold using cross-validation
•SMTP and Const-rate hard to differentiate with
standard dist threshold
Solution: const rate connections have consistent
features; use K-means and inter-cluster distance
threshold to identify const rate traffic
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